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Abstract: CoxOy–manganese carbonate (X%)(CoxOy–MnCO3 catalysts (X = 1–7)) were synthesized
via a straightforward co-precipitation strategy followed by calcination at 300 ◦C. Upon calcination at
500 ◦C, these were transformed to CoxOy–dimanganese trioxide i.e., (X%)CoxOy–Mn2O3. A relative
catalytic evaluation was conducted to compare the catalytic efficiency of the two prepared catalysts
for aerial oxidation of benzyl alcohol (BzOH) to benzaldehyde (BzH) using O2 molecule as a clean
oxidant without utilizing any additives or alkalis. Amongst the different percentages of doping
with CoxOy (0–7% wt./wt.) on MnCO3 support, the (1%)CoxOy–MnCO3 catalyst exhibited the
highest catalytic activity. The influence of catalyst loading, calcination temperature, reaction time,
and temperature and catalyst dosage was thoroughly assessed to find the optimum conditions of
oxidation of benzyl alcohol (BzOH) for getting the highest catalytic efficiency. The (1%)CoxOy–MnCO3

catalyst which calcined at 300 ◦C displayed the best effectiveness and possessed the largest
specific surface area i.e., 108.4 m2/g, which suggested that the calcination process and specific
surface area play a vital role in this transformation. A 100% conversion of BzOH along with
BzH selectivity >99% was achieved after just 20 min. Notably, the attained specific activity was
found to be considerably larger than the previously-reported cobalt-containing catalysts for this
transformation. The scope of this oxidation reaction was expanded to various alcohols containing
aromatic, aliphatic, allylic, and heterocyclic alcohols without any further oxidation i.e., carboxylic acid
formation. The scanning electron microscope (SEM), energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS),
X-ray diffraction (XRD), fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), thermogravimetric analysis
(TGA), and Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) specific surface area analytical techniques were used to
characterize the prepared catalysts. The obtained catalyst could be easily regenerated and reused for
six consecutive runs without substantial decline in its efficiency.
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1. Introduction

Catalytic oxidation of compounds, especially oxidation of organic alcohols to respective
carbonyls, has extremely important organic synthetic transformation and industrial applications [1].
Carbonyls (e.g., aldehydes and ketones) are extensively applied as high value raw materials in
pharmacology, perfumery, plastic additives, biofuels, confectionery, odorants, cosmetics, pesticides,
flame-retardants, dyestuffs, and agrochemical industries [2]. This transformation is conventionally
performed employing stoichiometric quantities of NaClO, CrO3, SeO2, RuO4, Br2, and Cr2O7, which are
relatively costly, highly toxic, and corrosive in nature [3]. These protocols are environmentally
unfavorable owing to the formation of copious amounts of hazardous wastes.

In recent years, significant efforts have been devoted to develop more environmentally-friendly
methodologies to minimize the drawbacks of traditional oxidation approaches, including the
substitution of costly, corrosive, and hazardous oxidants and the replacement of these with clean and
inexpensive oxidants like hydrogen peroxide and molecular O2 [4]. In particular, molecular O2 has
been widely employed for the catalytic oxidation of alcohol. This possesses several merits including the
abundance of oxygen and its inexpensive and eco-friendly nature, in addition to the formation of water
as the only by-product [5]. In this context, there has been considerable interest in the enhancement
of efficient catalytic strategies based on noble metals, like Pd [6], Pt [7], Au [8], Rh [9], and Ru [10],
some of which possess high activity for this chemical transformation. The expensive cost, difficulty
in preparation, and scarcity of these precious metals have restricted the commercialization of these
catalysts [11]. Consequently, massive efforts have made to substitute these costly metals with cheaper,
earth-abundant transition metals, such as Cu [12], Ni [13], Fe [14], V [15], Cr [16], Mo [17], Zr [18],
and Zn [19] for this oxidation process.

In addition, it is well known that the catalytic efficiency of metal or metal oxide nanoparticle
(NP)-based catalysts improves noticeably after doping these catalysts with other metals, which could
be ascribed to huge specific surface area of metallic NPs [20]. Moreover, manganese-based catalysts
have been broadly utilized for oxidation of moieties such as CO [21], naphthalene [22], toluene [23],
cyclohexane [24], alkynes [25], alkyl aromatics [26], and aldehydes [27]. In particular, manganese
oxides containing catalysts have also been widely used in catalytic alcohol oxidation to respective
aldehydes or ketones [28].

Apart from Mn catalysts, Co3O4 NPs have been assessed in catalytic oxidation of BzOH and showed
higher catalytic activity towards oxidation of alcohols [29]. Zhu et al. have efficiently synthesized
Co3O4 NPs supported on activated carbon [30]. These NPs exhibited about 100% conversion of BzOH
as well as 87% selectivity towards BzH at 80 ◦C, as well as the catalyst showing no notable activity
loss even after four recycling reactions. Additionally, Taghavimoghaddam et al. [31] synthesized
mesoporous silica SBA-15-doped Co3O4, using impregnation and adsorption methods, which exhibited
31% alcohol conversion and 73% BzH selectivity.

In continuance of our present interest on the employment of several mixed metallic oxide NPs as
highly effective catalysts for aerial oxidation of alcohols using O2 molecule as an environmentally-benign
oxidant without utilizing any co-oxidant or bases [32–34], we have reported the preparation of
(X%)CoxOy–MnCO3 (X = 0, 1, 3, 5, and 7) and thereafter calcination at 500 ◦C to synthesize
(X%)CoxOy–Mn2O3. The as-obtained catalysts were evaluated for oxidation of a variety of alcohols
to their respective carbonyls. The catalysts were synthesized via the co-precipitation procedure by
changing the weight percentages of cobalt nitrate and manganese nitrate as illustrated in Scheme 1.
Furthermore, the as-synthesized materials were thoroughly characterized via XRD, SEM, EDX, BET,
TGA, and FTIR, to elucidate the oxidation mechanism. The catalytic behaviors of the prepared catalysts
were thoroughly examined for oxidation of various kinds of alcohols.
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wt./wt. %. Standard solutions of Mn(NO3)2·4H2O and Co(NO3)2 in distilled water were prepared and 
stoichiometric amounts of both solutions were mixed in a round-bottom-flask. The reaction mixture 
was heated up to 100 °C and stirred vigorously, then, 0.5 M solution of NaHCO3 was added drop-
wise until the reaction mixture reached to pH = 9. The solution continued to be stirred at 100 °C for 3 
h and thereafter was left on stirring over-night at room temperature (RT). The resultant solution was 
washed several times and filtered by centrifugation and the obtained sample was dried at 65 °C 
overnight and calcined in a muffle furnace (Nabertherm, Lilienthal, Germany) at various 
temperatures. The initial product formed was usually metal carbonate salts, which on calcination at 
elevated temperatures decomposed to metal oxides. A pictorial representation has been displayed in 
Scheme 1. 

2.2. Characterization Techniques 

The synthesized materials were characterized using several instruments and all experimental 
details are mentioned in Supplementary Materials. 

2.3. Catalytic Assessment 

Liquid-phase oxidation of benzyl alcohol was conducted in a three-necked glass flask equipped 
with a magnetic stirrer, reflux condenser, and thermometer. In a typical experiment, a mixture of the 
benzyl alcohol (2 mmol), toluene (15 mL), and the catalyst (300 mg) was transferred in a three-necked 
round-bottomed flask (100 mL), the resulting mixture was then heated to desired temperature with 
vigorous stirring along with bubbling oxygen gas at a flow rate of 25 mL min −1 into the reaction 
mixture. After the reaction, the solid catalyst was filtered off by centrifugation and the liquid products 
analyzed by gas chromatography to determine the conversion and product selectivity by (GC, 7890A) 
(Agilent Technologies Inc. Santa Clara, CA, United States) equipped with a flame ionization detector 
(FID) and a 19019S-001 HP-PONA column. 
  

Scheme 1. A pictorial illustration for the fabrication of (X%)CoxOy–MnCO3 calcined at 300 ◦C and
(X%)CoxOy–Mn2O3 at 500 ◦C.

2. Experimental

2.1. Catalyst Fabrication

The (X%)CoxOy–MnCO3 catalysts (X% = 0 wt.% –7 wt.%), followed by calcination at 500 ◦C to
synthesize (X%)CoxOy–Mn2O3, were prepared via the co-precipitation technique where X% denotes
wt./wt. %. Standard solutions of Mn(NO3)2·4H2O and Co(NO3)2 in distilled water were prepared and
stoichiometric amounts of both solutions were mixed in a round-bottom-flask. The reaction mixture
was heated up to 100 ◦C and stirred vigorously, then, 0.5 M solution of NaHCO3 was added drop-wise
until the reaction mixture reached to pH = 9. The solution continued to be stirred at 100 ◦C for 3 h and
thereafter was left on stirring over-night at room temperature (RT). The resultant solution was washed
several times and filtered by centrifugation and the obtained sample was dried at 65 ◦C overnight and
calcined in a muffle furnace (Nabertherm, Lilienthal, Germany) at various temperatures. The initial
product formed was usually metal carbonate salts, which on calcination at elevated temperatures
decomposed to metal oxides. A pictorial representation has been displayed in Scheme 1.

2.2. Characterization Techniques

The synthesized materials were characterized using several instruments and all experimental
details are mentioned in Supplementary Materials.

2.3. Catalytic Assessment

Liquid-phase oxidation of benzyl alcohol was conducted in a three-necked glass flask equipped
with a magnetic stirrer, reflux condenser, and thermometer. In a typical experiment, a mixture of the
benzyl alcohol (2 mmol), toluene (15 mL), and the catalyst (300 mg) was transferred in a three-necked
round-bottomed flask (100 mL), the resulting mixture was then heated to desired temperature with
vigorous stirring along with bubbling oxygen gas at a flow rate of 25 mL min −1 into the reaction
mixture. After the reaction, the solid catalyst was filtered off by centrifugation and the liquid products
analyzed by gas chromatography to determine the conversion and product selectivity by (GC, 7890A)
(Agilent Technologies Inc. Santa Clara, CA, United States) equipped with a flame ionization detector
(FID) and a 19019S-001 HP-PONA column.
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2.4. Reutilizing Tests

The used catalyst was extracted to be recycled by simple centrifugation followed by washing
several times with toluene. It was then dried at 98 ◦C for 4 h before using it in the next recycling run
under the optimal catalytic conditions.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Characterizations

Crystallographic structure of obtained materials was determined using XRD analysis. Figure 1
illustrates XRD analyses of catalyst calcined at 300 ◦C i.e., (1%)CoxOy–MnCO3, and 500 ◦C i.e.,
(1%)CoxOy–Mn2O3. The obtained diffraction patterns revealed that the prepared catalysts were
crystalline in nature. XRD pattern of catalyst calcined at 300 ◦C exhibited the existence of rhodochrosite
MnCO3 (JCPDS file no. 00-001-0981) (space group R-3c (167)). Upon the calcination at elevated
temperature at 500 ◦C, this transformed to bixbyite dimanganese trioxide (Mn2O3) (JCPDS file
No. 00-002-0909). The diffraction peaks related to CoxOy could not be identified owing to its
low percentage in the catalyst. The crystallite size of the prepared samples was calculated using
Debye–Scherrer equations and it was found to be 31 nm and 25.11 nm for (1%)CoxOy–MnCO3 and
(1%)CoxOy–Mn2O3, respectively.
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Figure 1. XRD diffractograms of the catalysts (1%)CoxOy–MnCO3 calcined at 300 ◦C and
(1%)CoxOy–Mn2O3 calcined at 500 ◦C. Denotations of the symbols are as follows: •MnCO3, �Mn2O3.,
and * unidentified peaks.

The surface morphology of the as-obtained catalysts was identified using SEM analysis.
The catalyst obtained using the co-precipitation procedure calcined at 300 ◦C (i.e., (1%)CoxOy–MnCO3)
and 500 ◦C (i.e., (1%)CoxOy–Mn2O3). The SEM images of the prepared catalysts (1%)CoxOy–MnCO3

and (1%)CoxOy–Mn2O3 are represented in Figure 2. SEM images revealed that the morphology of
as-synthesized catalysts possessed well-defined cuboidal morphology. Particle-size distributions of
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the catalysts (1%)CoxOy–MnCO3 and (1%)CoxOy–Mn2O3 were determined using Image J software
program as demonstrated in Figure 2c,f. The particle-size distribution graphs displayed slight
differences in the particle sizes with changes in calcination temperature. In addition, elemental
composition of both catalysts, (1%)CoxOy–MnCO3 and (1%)CoxOy–Mn2O3, were determined by EDS
analysis, which revealed the elemental analysis summary of as-synthesized catalysts as demonstrated
in Figure S1. Sharp signal at 5.894 keV strongly indicated the presence of ‘Mn’ as major element.
Mn commonly has an optical absorption in this range owing to the surface plasmon resonance (SPR)
phenomenon. A signal at 6.924 keV strongly indicated the existence of ‘Co’ element. It is also
note-worthy that other signals found in the range of 0–0.5 keV, endorse typical absorption of C and
O2. Apparently, elemental compositions of catalysts are approximately identical to values of the
composition anticipated while synthesizing the catalyst. Additionally, the samples were subjected
to ICP analysis to confirm the exact composition of the catalyst and the percentage to CoxOy in the
catalytic system was found to be 1.8%.
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Figure 2. SEM analyses of prepared catalysts calcined at (a,b) 300 ◦C ((1%)CoxOy–MnCO3) and (d,e)
500 ◦C ((1%)CoxOy–Mn2O3). (c) Particle-size distribution of (1%)CoxOy–MnCO3 and (f) particle-size
distribution of (1%)CoxOy–Mn2O3.

The surface functionalities of the prepared catalysts were studied using FTIR spectroscopy.
FTIR analyses of catalysts at 300 ◦C and 500 ◦C calcination temperatures i.e., (1%)CoxOy–MnCO3 and
(1%)CoxOy–Mn2O3, respectively, are illustrated in Figure 3. High wavenumber area shows stretching
vibrations of OH groups and absorbed H2O molecules. The characteristic absorption spectral signals
of ν-OH situated approximately at 3440 cm–1 were found in 300 ◦C- and 500 ◦C-calcined catalysts,
however a reduction in the intensities of these spectral signals was observed when the calcination
temperature increased from 300 ◦C to 500 ◦C. This displays the decline of the existence of number
of O–H groups on the catalyst surface. Furthermore, the spectral signals centered at ~1632 cm–1

belong to bending modes of OH groups, which also displayed a decrease in intensity [35]. In the FTIR
spectrum of (1%)CoxOy–MnCO3 calcined at 300 ◦C, the existence of two absorption peaks located at
around 858 and 1448 cm–1 are reported as fingerprint peaks for MnCO3, which was also confirmed
by XRD and EDS results [36]. Additional, a peak at 1060 cm–1, characteristic to vibrations of (C–O)
bond, further confirmed the presence of the carbonate group in the catalyst calcined at 300 ◦C. For the
500 ◦C-calcined catalyst ((1%)CoxOy–Mn2O3), there were two bands at 858 and 1448 cm–1 while the
characteristic spectral signals for MnCO3 were not found, revealing the total transformation of MnCO3
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to Mn2O3 at 500 ◦C calcination temperature. Intensive peaks were located in the range of 530–620 cm–1

that are fingerprint for several types of manganese oxides [37,38].

Figure 3. FTIR spectra of the catalysts calcined at 300 ◦C and 500 ◦C i.e., (1%)CoxOy–MnCO3 and
(1%)CoxOy–Mn2O3, respectively.

TGA analyses were conducted to assess the thermal stability of the as-prepared materials.
This technique is especially advantageous for studying the thermal degradation of materials at
various temperatures. The thermal stability of (1%)CoxOy–MnCO3 calcined at 300 ◦C as well as
(1%)CoxOy–Mn2O3 at 500 ◦C was evaluated by TGA as described in Figure 4. The thermogram of the
catalyst calcined at 300 ◦C, i.e., (1%)CoxOy–MnCO3, showed that it was stable up to 415 ◦C, with a
slight weight loss of around 7% which could be ascribed to the exclusion of volatile impurities and
adsorbed moisture. Raising the temperature led to an extra overall weight loss of 16% in the range of
about 420–600 ◦C, which appears to be attributed to decarboxylation of MnCO3 to produce MnO2 and
CO2, with the MnO2 being oxidized to Mn2O3, as reported by Zhu and co-workers [39].

To understand the variations in specific surface areas owing to the calcination process at various
temperatures and the doping of the catalytic system with CoxOy, and to realize the linkage between the
specific surface areas and catalytic activities of synthesized catalysts for this transformation, the specific
surface area of prepared materials (i.e., (1%)CoxOy–MnCO3, MnCO3, (1%)CoxOy–Mn2O3, and Mn2O3)

was examined by BET analysis. Table 1 shows that specific surface area of the synthesized catalyst
calcined at 300 ◦C and 500 ◦C i.e., (1%)CoxOy–MnCO3 and (1%)CoxOy–Mn2O3, was approximately
108.4 and 56.7 m2/g, respectively. From this it can be said that the specific surface area of the catalyst
calcined at 300 ◦C i.e., (1%)CoxOy–MnCO3, is larger than the catalyst obtained upon calcination at
500 ◦C i.e., (1%)CoxOy–Mn2O3. The attained data suggests that at higher calcination temperatures
there is a decline in the specific surface area, presumably attributed to sintering. It is worth pointing
out that sintering not only causes inter-particles, but it additionally diminishes the porosity in a single
particle [40]. Notably, the uncalcined catalyst, i.e., (1%)CoxOy–MnCO3, exhibited a surface area of
63.4 m2/g, which confirms that the calcination temperature plays a fundamental role in enhancing the
surface area of the catalytic system.
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Table 1. Calcination temperature optimization.

Entry Catalyst Calcination
Temperature (◦C)

Specific Surface Area
(m2/g) Conversion (%) Specific Activity

(mmol/g·h) Selectivity (%)

1 MnCO3 300 85.2 74.3 14.9 >99
2 Mn2O3 500 24.1 49.3 9.9 >99
3 (1%)CoxOy–MnCO3 300 108.4 100.0 20.0 >99
4 (1%)CoxOy–Mn2O3 500 56.7 65.8 13.2 >99

Conditions: 300 mg catalyst, 2 mmol BzOH, 15 mL toluene, 25 mL/min O2 rate, 100 ◦C, 20 min.

Apart from the effect of calcination temperature, CoxOy has a promoting impact on catalytic
efficiency by raising the specific surface area of manganese carbonate. The results show that after doping
the catalyst with CoxOy, the specific surface area increased to 108.4 m2/g and yielded 100% conversion
of BzOH, while the specific surface area of un-doped catalyst i.e., MnCO3, was about 85.2 m2/g and
gave 74.3% BzOH conversion. The substantial increase in the specific surface area after doping CoxOy

might be responsible for enhancement of the catalytic performance, which can be attributed to existence
of CoxOy on the MnCO3′s surface. As a result, it can be stated that the synthesized catalyst upon
calcination at different temperatures yields catalysts with different specific surface areas, which play a
pivotal role in the efficiency of the synthesized catalyst. Hence from the above data, it can be deduced
that the calcination temperature and the doping of CoxOy played a key role in varying the specific
surface area of obtained catalysts, which in turn affected the catalytic performance.

3.2. Catalytic Performance Results

The oxidation of BzOH into BzH with gaseous O2 as an eco-friendly oxidant acted as a template
reaction to examine the activities of the as-synthesized catalysts (Scheme 2). To obtain the optimal
conditions for best performance of the prepared catalysts, various parameters including catalyst
loading, calcination temperature, reaction time, reaction temperature, and dosage of catalyst were
thoroughly examined. To assess the influence of CoxOy, the catalytic performance of MnCO3 and
Mn2O3 was investigated under similar circumstances for comparison.
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3.2.1. Influence of Calcination Temperature

As reported in previous literature, the calcination temperature has an explicit effect on the catalytic
effectiveness of any heterogeneous catalyst [41]. The catalysts were calcined at 300 ◦C and 500 ◦C
and the obtained materials examined for aerial oxidation of BzOH. The obtained data is presented
in Figure 5 and listed in Table 1 and it can be seen that the catalytic conversion of BzOH to BzH is
considerably affected by the calcination temperature of the catalyst. The catalyst calcined at 300 ◦C
((1%)CoxOy–MnCO3) afforded a 100% BzOH conversion with 20 mmol/g·h specific activity within
only 20 min, while the catalyst calcined at 500 ◦C ((1%)CoxOy–Mn2O3) exhibited a 65.8% conversion of
BzOH with 13.2 mmol/g·h specific activity after 30 min under the identical catalytic circumstances
(Entries 3 and 4). Notably, all catalysts exhibited excellent selectivity for BzH (>99%) (Entries 1−4).
The presence of CoxOy on MnCO3 and Mn2O3 played a fundamental role in enhancing the catalytic
efficiency of synthesized catalysts, which could be ascribed to the synergistic interaction between
CoxOy and Mn2+ [28]. However, the catalyst (1%)CoxOy–Mn2O3 calcined at 500 ◦C exhibited lower
catalytic efficiency as well as specific activity. This could probably be attributed to decomposition of
the active sites of the catalyst or depreciation in specific surface areas, whilst the material calcined at
300 ◦C has manganese carbonate with active sites to promote catalysis. Moreover, from the spectral
analysis it was observed that the (1%)CoxOy–MnCO3 catalyst possessed the O–H group on the catalyst
surface, which was found to diminish (as per the intensity of the spectral signals) in the catalyst
(1%)CoxOy–Mn2O3, which was obtained upon calcination at 500 ◦C, indicating that the presence of the
surface O-H group plays an essential part in this transformation [42]. Furthermore, the BET analysis
shed light on the fact that the prepared catalyst i.e., (1%)CoxOy–MnCO3, calcined at 300 ◦C, had the
highest specific surface area indicating that the specific surface area also plays an important role in the
enhancement of catalytic performance. A similar trend was observed when the study was extended to
compare the un-doped catalyst wherein the catalyst calcined at 300 ◦C i.e., MnCO3, yielded a higher
conversion product than that calcined at 500 ◦C i.e., Mn2O3 (Entries 1 and 2). Moreover, when the same
reaction was carried out under identical conditions using the uncalcined, i.e., (1%)CoxOy–MnCO3,
the conversion product obtained was found to be 13.38%, which is far lower than the 100% conversion
product obtained by (1%)CoxOy–MnCO3 calcined at 300 ◦C. Hence, we chose to employ 300 ◦C as the
optimal calcination temperature to improve other catalytic variables.
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and MnCO3) as well as the catalysts calcined at 500 ◦C (i.e., (1%)CoxOy–Mn2O3 and Mn2O3).

3.2.2. Influence of Weight % of CoxOy Promoter

The above results suggest that the catalyst calcined at 300 ◦C exhibited optimum catalytic activity,
therefore further kinetic evaluations were performed using this calcination temperature. To further
optimize the presence of CoxOy promoter, a series of catalysts were synthesized by altering weight %
of CoxOy precursor from 0% to 7%. These were then examined for oxidation of BzOH to BzH and the
attained data is compiled in Table 2. All catalysts were calcined at 300 ◦C, and the experiment was
conducted at 100 ◦C. The catalyst with (1%)CoxOy as promoter i.e., (1%)CoxOy–MnCO3, yielded a full
conversion of BzOH alongside specific activity of 20 mmol/g·h (Entry 2). Furthermore, as the weight
percentage of CoxOy was further increased, the catalysts (3%)CoxOy–MnCO3, (5%)CoxOy–MnCO3,
and (7%)CoxOy–MnCO3, exhibited lower alcohol conversions of 94.2%, 83.1%, and 65.4%, respectively
(Entries 3−5). To confirm the existence of CoxOy as promoter, a catalyst synthesized without CoxOy i.e.,
MnCO3, was subjected to identical catalytic process under similar circumstances. A 74.3% conversion
of BzOH with 14.9 mmol/g·h specific activity was obtained, which shows the promotional impact of
CoxOy in the catalytic system with 1 and 3 wt.% of CoxOy. The specific activity, was found to reduce
with increased weight % of CoxOy from 1% to 3% in the catalyst. Moreover, a further increase in
the weight % of CoxOy led to a further decline in the catalytic efficiency, which was probably due to
blockage of active sites or to an aggregation of CoxOy on the surface of the catalyst. The graphical
illustration is presented in Figure 6. From the above findings it is observed that, (1%)CoxOy–MnCO3

catalyst is the best among the all catalysts prepared and hence it was selected for all the later studies
designed to enhance further catalytic performance.

Table 2. Aerial oxidation of BzOH over the catalysts with varying % of CoxOy promoter.

Entry CoxOy (%) Catalyst Conversion
(%)

Specific
Activity

(mmol/g·h)
Selectivity (%)

1 0 (0%)CoxOy–MnCO3 74.3 14.9 >99
2 1 (1%)CoxOy–MnCO3 100.0 20.0 >99
3 3 (3%)CoxOy–MnCO3 94.2 18.8 >99
4 5 (5%)CoxOy–MnCO3 83.1 16.6 >99
5 7 (7%)CoxOy–MnCO3 65.4 13.1 >99

Conditions: 300 mg catalyst, 300 ◦C calcination temperature, 2 mmol BzOH, 15 mL toluene, 25 mL/min O2 rate, 100
◦C, 20 min.
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(3%)CoxOy–MnCO3, (5%)CoxOy–MnCO3, and (1%)CoxOy–MnCO3.

3.2.3. Influence of Temperature

It is well known that temperature plays a significant role in catalytic efficiency of a catalyst,
which leads to enhanced oxidation rate. Therefore, the impact of temperature for the oxidation of
BzOH is estimated by considering five temperatures ranging from room temperature (RT) to 100 ◦C
using (1%)CoxOy–MnCO3 catalyst, and while keeping other optimum parameters fixed. The obtained
results are summarized in Table 3 and presented in Figure 7. The data presented in the Figure 7
reveals that the reaction temperature did influence the efficiency of the catalytic system, while,
the selectivities toward BzH were found to be unaffected i.e., >99%. From the results obtained,
it was found that at a lower temperature (RT), a relatively lower conversion of 35.7% was detected
(Entry 1). Unsurprisingly, the higher temperature contributes to enhancement of the effectiveness of
(1%)CoxOy–MnCO3. At 100 ◦C, a complete transformation of BzOH and higher specific activity of
20 mmol/g·h, under the identical catalytic conditions was accomplished (Entry 5). Therefore, 100 ◦C
was chosen to be an optimal temperature for reaction in all the further studies.
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Table 3. Reaction temperature optimization.

Entry Temperature (◦C) Conversion (%) Specific Activity (mmol/g·h) Selectivity (%)

1 RT 35.7 7.1 >99
2 40 56.3 11.3 >99
3 60 70.9 14.2 >99
4 80 84.5 16.9 >99
5 100 100.0 20.0 >99

Conditions: 300 mg (1%)CoxOy–MnCO3 catalyst, 300 ◦C calcination temperature, 2 mmol BzOH, 15 mL toluene,
25 mL/min O2 rate, 20 min.

3.2.4. Influence of Dosage of Catalyst

To determine the optimal catalyst quantity, the oxidation of BzOH was carried out using
different quantities of (1%)CoxOy–MnCO3 catalyst, while other reaction conditions were kept constant,
as optimized earlier, and the results are summarized in Table 4 and plotted in Figure 8. The results
indicated that conversion of BzOH increases with raising catalyst quantity, while BzH selectivity was
found to be same (>99%). When the catalyst quantity was raised from 50 to 300 mg, BzOH conversion
to BzH was found to improve from 25.7% to 100% within 20 min (Entries 1–6). The current study
reveals that just 0.3 g of catalyst is needed for accomplishing entire conversion of BzOH to BzH in a
relatively short time interval.

Table 4. Catalyst quantity optimization.

Entry Quantity (mg) Conversion (%) Specific Activity (mmol/g·h) Selectivity (%)

1 50 25.8 30.9 >99
2 100 41.6 24.9 >99
3 150 57.1 22.8 >99
4 200 70.1 21.0 >99
5 250 86.9 20.8 >99
6 300 100.0 20.0 >99

Conditions: catalyst (1%)CoxOy–MnCO3 calcined at 300 ◦C, 2 mmol BzOH, 15 mL toluene, 25 mL/min O2 rate,
100 ◦C, 20 min.Processes 2020, 8, x FOR PEER REVIEW  12 of 22 
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To ascertain the necessity of the catalyst presence for completion of this process, the blank oxidation
reaction (without catalyst) was performed at optimum conditions. The result demonstrated that the
reaction was not initiated, i.e. no BzH is detected, which proves the importance of the catalyst in this
oxidation transformation. Similarly, a blank reaction was carried out in the absence of the reactant
(BzOH) using (1%)CoxOy–MnCO3 catalyst in presence of the solvent (toluene) to confirm that the
solvent used in this experiment was not undergoing oxidation instead of the intended BzOH oxidation.
As expected, traces of BzH were observed, implying that the desired BzH was only produced due to
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catalytic oxidation of BzOH and not from oxidation of the solvent. Further, another study was carried
out to elucidate the importance of oxygen molecule as sole oxidant. The oxidation experiment was
performed using (1%)CoxOy–MnCO3 catalyst in the absence of the bubbling O2. The results revealed
only 28.6% conversion, which is considerably lower than 100% conversion achieved when the process
was conducted using O2 molecule as an oxidizing agent.

A reasonable mechanism can only be suggested by using in-situ spectroscopic approaches.
Nevertheless, according to reported publications in the catalysis field, the dehydrogenation step usually
acts as rate-determining step in catalytic oxidation of alcohols [43]. Furthermore, the existence of a
promoter (base or catalyst support) can assist to activate the O–H bond existent in alcohols to accelerate
the oxidation rate. Herein, in the present catalytic protocol, CoxOy deposited on MnCO3 was acting as
promoter (basic sites CoxOy) [44]. In the presence of gaseous O2, manganese in the MnCO3 readily
oxidized to high valence Mn, most probably to γ-MnOOH [45], and BzOH oxidized at the expense of
these high valence Mn active sites. According to Tang and his group [46] and confirmed by others,
we also suppose that this mechanism obeys the Marvan–Krevenlen oxidation mechanism. The active
species is probably O2− and most probable includes the transfer of two electrons in a single step. As the
mechanism includes the interchange of O2 from lattices, the catalytic performance is highly depended
on Mn–O bond strength in Mn-based catalysts. This is probably due to the fact that CoxOy–MnCO3

has higher activity where the surface Mn is oxidized to γ-MnOOH by gaseous O2 and behaves more as
a catalytic site than CoxOy–Mn2O3.

3.3. Recovery Tests

The recyclability of catalysts is an extremely important topic for cost reduction in industrial
applications, therefore the repeatability of (1%)CoxOy–MnCO3 for the aerial oxidation of BzOH was
assessed under optimum circumstances and the attained data is depicted in Figure 9. The recovery
data disclosed that the prepared catalyst is capable of reuse for six runs without noticeable loss in its
activity after each run. The BzOH conversion product declined slightly from 100% to 91.1% after six
subsequent cycles, which can be ascribed to trivial weight loss of the catalyst during the washing and
filtration process [11]. Interestingly, the selectivity to BzH was intact (>99) during all recyclability tests.
These observations indicate that the prepared catalyst is resistant to deactivation in catalytic oxidation
of BzOH.

Moreover, to demonstrate the outstanding catalytic efficiency of our catalytic protocol,
the performance of our catalyst was compared with other cobalt-possessing catalysts found in
the previous publications and the findings are summarized in Table 5. The data revealed that,
among all mentioned catalysts, the (1%)CoxOy–MnCO3 catalyst seems to be the most efficacious
catalyst for oxidation of BzOH in terms of conversion, specific activity, and reaction time. The present
catalyst i.e., (1%)CoxOy–MnCO3, achieved 100% BzOH conversion as well as >99 BzH selectivity
within a relatively short period of 20 min at 100 ◦C as well as the highest specific activity (20
mmol/g·h) when compared to listed catalysts. Notably, other reported cobalt-based catalysts required
a much longer time or higher temperature to achieve 100% conversion of BzOH. In this context,
Jha and his co-workers [47] have synthesized the manganese and cobalt oxides incorporated on
reduced graphene oxide (MnCoO–(1%)RGO) nanocomposites via the solvothermal procedure and
employed these as an oxidative catalyst for BzOH oxidation. MnCoO–(1%)RGO nanocomposite
gave about 78% BzOH conversion and 100% selectivity to BzH along with lower specific activity
(12.6 mmol/g·h) after 2 h, which is a longer reaction time relative to that required by our catalyst.
In another example, Ragupathi and co-workers [48] reported the use of cobalt aluminate nanoparticles
(CoAl2O4) as a heterogeneous catalyst utilizing H2O2 as an oxidizing agent for oxidation of BzOH,
but it required a much longer period of 8 h to give 96% alcohol conversion as well as having lower
specific activity (1.2 mmol/g·h) when compared with our catalytic system. However, when the catalyst
(1%)CoxOy–MnCO3 was compared with various other Mn-based catalysts it was found that the present
catalyst was better, with specific activity 20 mmol/g·h, than ZrOx(1%)–MnCO3, ZnOx(1%)–MnCO3,
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or Ag2O(1%)–MnO2, which showed specific activity of 13.3 mmol/g·h, 16.0 mmol/g·h, and 3.3 mmol/g·h,
respectively. However, their graphene-based nanocomposites were found to be much better than the
present catalyst.

The probable mechanism of the oxidation process by the Mars–van-Krevelen mechanism is
depicted in Figure 10.Processes 2020, 8, x FOR PEER REVIEW  13 of 22 
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Table 5. Comparison of the effectiveness our catalyst and previously-reported cobalt-containing catalysts.

Catalyst Conversion (%) Selectivity (%) Time (h) Temperature (◦C) Specific Activity (mmol/g·h) Ref.

1. (1%)CoxOy–MnCO3 100.0 >99 0.3 100 20.0 Herein
2. MnCoO–(1%)RGO 78.0 100.0 2 140 12.6 [47]
3. ZrOx(1%)–MnCO3 100.0 >99 0.5 100 13.3 [49]
4. Ag2O(1%)–MnO2 100.0 >99 2.0 100 3.3 [50]
5. ZnOx(1%)–MnCO3 100.0 >99 0.42 100 16.0 [51]
6. ZrOx(1%)–MnCO3/(1%)HRG 100.0 >99 0.15 100 44.4 [32]
7. Ag2O(1%)–MnO2/(5%)HRG 100.0 >99 0.58 100 11.4 [34]
8. ZnOx(1%)–MnCO3/(1%)HRG 100.0 >99 0.12 100 57.1 [33]
9. CoAl2O4 96.0 98.9 8 80 1.2 [48]

10. Co/NG 89.5 97.3 8 100 4.5 [52]
11. Co3O4-SBA-15 31.0 73.0 12 reflux 5.2 [31]
12. CoOx/RGO-HP 96.0 >99 6 110 14.8 [53]
13. Co/Al2O3 93.0 - 1 reflux 18.6 [4]
14. VPO-Co 66.0 74.0 8 90 8.3 [54]
15. CoPc/PANI 82.0 - 4 65 2.1 [55]
16. Co3O4/MnO2 93.0 99.0 6 100 6.2 [28]
17. [Co(bpy)2]2+ 53.0 100.0 8 reflux 4.0 [56]
18. PMo11Co 56.5 90.9 24 90 11.8 [57]
19. Ru-Co-Ce 92.3 100 6 60 12.3 [58]
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3.4. General Applicability of (1%)CoxOy–MnCO3 Catalyst

After optimization of the reaction conditions, these were extended to several types of alcohols
(e.g., aromatic, aliphatic, heterocyclic, and allylic alcohols) to show the versatility of (1%)CoxOy–MnCO3

catalyst. The obtained catalytic data are outlined in Table 6. Interestingly, all primary aromatic
alcohols were easily oxidized into their respective aldehydes with 100% conversions within short
times using the above-optimized reaction conditions without any detectable overoxidation to acids
(Entries 1–19). In addition, superior selectivity to respective aldehydes or ketones (more than
99%) was achieved for any case of alcohol in the present study and no by-products were noticed.
The electronic nature of substituents on the benzylic alcohols exhibited a considerable impact on
the catalytic performance depending on their ability to donate electrons to the aromatic ring [47].
It was found that aromatic alcohols possessing electron-releasing substituents were more favorable
to the formation of their corresponding aldehydes than electron-withdrawing groups. In this regard,
the benzyl alcohol possessing an electron-donating group (e.g., 4-methylbenzyl alcohol), was wholly
oxidized to 4-methylbenzaldehyde within 25 min (Entry 3), while, 4-nitrobenzyl alcohol, that bears an
electron-withdrawing group, needed a relatively-longer reaction time (45 min) (Entry 12). It was also
clearly noticed that the p-substituted aromatic alcohols were completely transformed within relatively
shorter reaction times by comparing with the o- and m- positions, possibly because the p-position
has less steric hindrance with respect to the other positions [59]. p-Nitrobenzyl alcohol exhibited
100% conversion within only 45 min (Entry 12), whereas m- and o-nitrobenzyl alcohol were fully
transformed after a longer time of 55 and 70 min, respectively (Entries 14 and 16). Also, steric resistance
had an explicit impact on the oxidation rate; the bulky substituents (e.g., dicloro, trifluoromethyl,
trimethoxy, and pentaflouro) connected to aromatic rings decreased the effectiveness of the catalytic
system. This was due to steric hindrance that hindered the oxidation of aromatic alcohols possessing
bulky groups (Entries 15,17–19). Heterocyclic alcohols, like furfuryl alcohol, were selectively oxidized
to furfural after short time of 95 min (Entry 20). Additionally, allylic alcohols such cinnamyl alcohol
were also efficiently converted to cinnamaldehyde with 100% conversion as well as selectivity within
30 min (Entry 21). With respect to the typical secondary aromatic alcohols, complete conversion and
selectivity towards corresponding ketones was accomplished (Entries 22–27).

Indeed, compared to aromatic alcohols, the oxidation of aliphatic counterparts is much more
complicated under the same circumstances [60]. However, our catalytic strategy was also found to
be efficacious for oxidation of primary aliphatic alcohols. In this context, the oxidation of 5-hexenol,
octanol, and citronellol to respective aldehydes occurred over slightly longer periods (Entries 29–31).
With respect to secondary aromatic alcohols, the oxidation of secondary aliphatic alcohols into
respective ketones showed a relatively lower performance towards this transformation (Entries 32–34).
Apparently, it was necessary to increase the time of the reaction, owing to the fact that oxidation of
aromatic alcohols is easier than that of their aliphatic counterparts. As predicted, entire oxidation
of 1-phenyl-ethanol took place after just 35 min, whereas the total oxidation of 2-octanol took place
within a longer time of 250 min (Entries 24 and 34), which confirms that, the as-prepared catalyst’s
performance was impacted by electronic and steric variables.
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Table 6. (1%)CoxOy–MnCO3-catalyzed oxidation of different kinds of alcohols employing gaseous O2 under free-alkali circumstances.

Entry Alcohols Carbonyls Time (minutes) Conversion (%) –Selectivity (%)

1
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Table 6. Cont.

Entry Alcohols Carbonyls Time (minutes) Conversion (%) –Selectivity (%)
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Table 6. Cont.

Entry Alcohols Carbonyls Time (minutes) Conversion (%) –Selectivity (%)
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4. Conclusions

A comparative catalytic assessment of CoxOy-doped MnCO3 [(1%)CoxOy–MnCO3] and
CoxOy-doped Mn2O3 [(1%)CoxOy–Mn2O3] synthesized through a co-precipitation procedure was
carried out. It was found that the catalyst (1%)CoxOy–MnCO3 exhibited superior effectiveness
when compared to its oxide counterpart i.e., (1%)CoxOy–Mn2O3. Amongst the different catalysts
synthesized by varying the weight percentage of CoxOy supported on MnCO3, (1%)CoxOy–MnCO3

demonstrates excellent catalytic efficiency in aerial oxidation of BzOH employing gaseous O2.
Notably, the catalytic activity was considerably enhanced after incorporating CoxOy on MnCO3

in this oxidation transformation. A complete conversion of BzOH with >99% selectivity to BzH was
achieved in only 20 min alongside specific activity of 20 mmol/g·h, which is considerably higher than
that obtained for several cobalt-containing catalysts in former publications for this transformation.
In addition, aerial oxidation of a wide range of aromatic, aliphatic, secondary, heterocyclic, and allylic
alcohols to their respective ketones or aldehydes was also tested. These gave full convertibility within
short times without yielding any further oxidation product. The attained results suggested that our
catalysts are highly selective towards the aromatic alcohols. Additionally, (1%)CoxOy–MnCO3 can be
efficiently regenerated six consecutive times with no discernible loss in its efficiency and selectivity and
it stayed roughly intact. This catalytic system possesses several features including being a simple and
straightforward procedure, utilizing a clean oxidizing agent, having full convertibility and selectivity,
requiring no addition of surfactants or bases, having wide substrate applicability, and being a rapid
reaction with mild circumstances, facile recovery, and stable catalyst.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2227-9717/8/8/910/s1,
Figure S1: EDS analysis of synthesized catalysts (a) (1%)Co3O4–MnCO3 and (b) (1%)Co3O4–Mn2O3.
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